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Introduction

We, as individual investors, face the challenge of navigating an ocean of available
information, if we want to participate in the wealth building opportunity investing can give
us. To me trading and investing enables independence and freedom - but that is difficult to
actually achieve. 

My writing at systematic individual investor is all about empowering you to take
responsibility and to be able find the right information and tools, that you need to become
a successful, independent investor. Follow the links throughout the book to more in-depth
information and analysis on individual topics.

My experiences, as an active participant in the financial markets for 20 years, were often
frustrating. Inconsistent strategy jumping and many behavioral mistakes led to consistent
underperformance and frequent losses in patterns that form the typical experience of so
many investors. I still felt that I was the pawn in this game, unable to avoid bad decisions,
that always seemed plain stupid in hindsight - and yet I kept repeating many mistakes.
Anything that was even temporarily successful always had systematic components and
incorporated a mechanism forcing me to break these patterns. But the constant barrage of
news, overwhelming amounts of information – both good and completely useless – and
the urge to implement any new idea, kept me from sticking with these simple, good
systematic strategies for very long. The pattern kept repeating itself.

As an individual investor managing my own money, I am convinced that it is necessary to
have a portfolio framework that one can consistently follow and that is written down in an
individually tailored investment plan to be a successful investor over the long term.

I compiled a guide, that I use to structure my own investment approach – it comes from an
individual investor´s perspective, hands-on market experience and research. It has finally
enabled me to develop my investing and trading in the financial markets into a consistently
profitable, professional business.

This rulebook for systematic investing can serve as a guideline to create and evolve
a detailed investment plan to manage your own money with success - be it retirement
savings or speculative funds. 

It shows ways to use the incredibly valuable information available to all of us, to combine
historically successful investing and trading strategies into a diversified portfolio and how
to avoid behavioral biases and other mistakes in execution. And it includes realistic
investment goals and ways to measure results.

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/


That having a plan is a good idea is pretty obvious, but the overwhelming question we all
face is: what do I actually write down in my personal investment plan?

How do I boil down everything that is available to me, all those books, research papers,
blog posts, articles, newsletters, webinars, podcasts, videos, "magic“ trading strategies
and on and on, into a portfolio that fits me personally? That is suited to my individual
financial condition, goals, preferences and risk tolerance? One that I am confident to hold
and adapt to calm or turbulent markets?

This is my blueprint to create and evolve such a plan.



Basic ways to go about investing

Investing doesn’t come natural to the human mind as deeply ingrained behavioral biases
set us up to make a lot of mistakes.

This makes investing look superficially simple and yet very hard to actually do. The primary
difficulty lies not in finding a profitable portfolio strategy (a lot of excellent resources are
openly available), but in weeding through all the information out there and finding a realistic
approach that fits you and incorporates methods of dealing with your behavioral biases, so
that you can stick with it consistently.

In my mind there are several basic possibilities to tackle the challenge of how to approach
investing:

First – Play not to lose: keep it very simple and learn about a solid buy-and-hold portfolio
allocation to different asset classes.

Write down your portfolio rules - the exact asset allocation and when to rebalance - to
avoid basic investment mistakes when things get emotionally charged in bull and bear
markets.

A good asset allocation is the major factor influencing investing outcome.

Best practice would be to outsource investment decisions, or have a fixed yearly
maintenance date for rebalancing and otherwise look at your portfolio as seldom as
possible. A low-fee Robo Advisor with a good allocation concept would do the trick. This
would be a great goal, if you are not very interested in the process of investing or don´t
want to spend a lot of time on it.

Realistically it will still be hard not to chase the performance of the market. People tend to
consistently do the wrong things at the wrong time and buy near market tops, infected by
greed only to sell in panic near market lows.

A diversified global asset allocation forms a basic foundation of my portfolio, with additional
strategies added with the goal to improve performance.



Second - Find a good information source and follow it diligently. 

You could spend some time researching to find a time-tested systematic investment
strategy, following the guidelines in this book. Then figure out where to get access to a
trustworthy source detailing the trades taken by the strategy, for example a newsletter, and
follow it diligently.

At my site you can subscribe to a newsletter detailing a very effective tactical ETF portfolio
following the Meta Strategy, that I developed in 2018 with the aim to reduce the painful
drawdowns a buy-and-hold portfolio suffers regularly. That would be a possible
sophisticated, low maintenance solution derived from the principles in this book.   

Third – Treat investing like any other profession or serious endeavor, similar to mastering a
musical instrument or learning a foreign language, and study it in depth. This will take as
much time and effort as gaining proficiency in any difficult area – my estimate is 3-5 years
of intensive learning. But it has the potential to form a sustainable education – acquiring
skills that are beneficial for the rest of one´s life, while being intellectually stimulating,
intricate and interesting.

Providing an orientation in going down this active path is what this guide is about.

I think the only realistic short cut is the second possibility: diligent research to gain a good
understanding of one particular area and then finding a resource to take most of the day-
to-day work off your hands. Usually though, if I can judge from my own experience, the first
approach of largely passive investing should yield returns in line with the market averages,
if mistakes can be avoided. Going down the path of active investing will very likely reduce
returns (sometimes dramatically) for an extended period of time, before improvement
materializes.

I made the conscious decision to aim for market-beating returns, because I found
compelling evidence throughout my research, that many outperforming strategies and
investors do actually exist.

.

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/subscribe/
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/02/18/the-meta-strategy-for-dummies/
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2018/01/08/how-much-time-to-spend-actively-investing-and-trading/


Where to start

Unfortunately I have not found a straightforward investor curriculum to follow to reach my
goal on a straight path. 

Virtually unlimited resources provide great advice, useful ideas and concrete strategies –
but this is dwarfed by the amount of noise, useless and very expensive information (not
necessarily because it costs a lot, but because it leads to losses) out there.

I find it quite problematic that, in the field of investing, there are different schools of thought
that often claim to be exclusively right and condemn other approaches as bound to fail.
Quite often combining different historically successful investment strategies will lead to
superior results, especially when the approaches are based on opposing principles,
because of the resulting diversification benefits.

In addition a lot of the material on investing and trading as well as financial news, do not
have the purpose or incentive to make you a more successful investor, but are largely
designed to grab your attention and to sell investment and trading products to the public.

All that is not very useful for an individual investor.

We will need to find a way to focus to succeed.

I try to keep an open mind about all possibilities to achieve high, sustainable capital
growth, while accounting for the risks taken. 

Labels like investor or trader, technical or fundamental analysis, academic or practitioner
are counterproductive because they narrow our vision and mind unnecessarily. One of the
greatest advantages an individual investor has, is to be able to stay flexible and
unconstrained in his approach.

There are plenty of examples of historically profitable strategies from different realms. For
example, value and momentum investing (a fundamental and a technical approach, that
both have shown historic outperformance virtually everywhere) are really two sides of the
same process: a medium term overreaction in the market is followed by a long term

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2017/12/06/the-yin-and-yang-of-financial-markets/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2174501


reversion towards fundamental value.

To exclude an area of investing on the grounds of philosophy, not profitability, is - in my
mind - not a smart thing to do, yet it is common practice. Few resources bring together
different areas of investing and trading productively. But doing just that can cancel out
disadvantages and enhance advantages of different approaches in practice, which is the
essence of a well diversified portfolio.

How to separate the wheat from the chaff?

I use a set of criteria that all investing or trading ideas have to pass before being included
in my investment plan. These criteria do not judge where an idea is coming from, but are
based on historic evidence, whether the approach has worked in the past, and an analysis
of the likelihood that it will continue to do so. Are there sustainable reasons for a strategy
to provide superior risk-adjusted returns over the long-term?

I highly recommend to start the process from the top down.

Research ways to build a solid portfolio allocation with realistic positive return expectations
- a classic buy-and-hold portfolio of different broad-based financial assets. Look at asset
allocation models and start there as the basis of your portfolio. This is usually called a
Global Asset Allocation portfolio.

Always take care to invest with fees as close to zero as possible - exchange traded funds
(ETF) offer a tax efficient way to build this basis, often with no trading commissions.

Approaches that are less likely to lead to success.

The more common way is to start from the bottom up, learning how to analyze and pick
individual stocks. In my experience the lack of an allocation plan often leads to a ragtag
collection of stocks in areas that are the flavor of the month or part of a personal interest
and not to a well constructed portfolio diversified across asset classes.

Loss aversion (failing to take losses early) often leads to a group of underperforming
stocks populating the bottom of our portfolio. These positions are deep in the red and play
no constructive role. Rather they cause clouded vision and are a great hindrance to
reaching a smart, profitable portfolio allocation.

Over-optimistic confidence in our stock picking abilities will lead to concentration in areas
we are convinced will outperform – real probabilities for superior performance are likely

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/25029029-global-asset-allocation


much lower than we anticipate.

Even more enticing is to start with unrealistic return goals, using the latest (day-) trading
strategy. Most of the time that proves to be very costly, rather than a quick and easy road
to financial independence.

Moving from a broad overview of well-founded investment knowledge to researching more
specific strategies within that framework, avoids a lot of the confusion that hyped strategies
or detailed security selection tend to bring.

Stopping at a well diversified buy-and-hold portfolio using broad based ETF would be no
bad thing at all, but limiting portfolio construction to classic allocation concepts leaves
alternative return streams and diversifiers on the sideline. Many people disagree with this,
so it is important to make up your own mind. It is only possible to be successful when you
trust your own approach, otherwise it will go out the window at the first sign of trouble.

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2018/01/08/how-much-time-to-spend-actively-investing-and-trading/


Criteria of useful strategies

Filtering for high probability, profitable strategies as the building blocks for a portfolio. 

My goal is to combine asset classes, return factors and trading strategies into a diversified

portfolio, that yields high risk-adjusted returns.

But how do I figure out which strategies to concentrate on?

Sourcing ideas

My investment approach could be called data driven, evidence-based investing – with a

healthy dose of common sense thrown into the mix.

There is no need to reinvent the world. A lot of original thought actually recombines

existing knowledge. I don´t mind using inputs and backtested results from different sources

(preferably books and papers by practitioners with an academic background). I look at this

research skeptically and check results independently – many widely used concepts

(especially in the short-term realm) have no practical merit.

Drawing from high-quality outside sources of other people´s previous experiences, gives

my own ideas a solid foundation and often a healthy reality check.

Is there a simple test to decide which investment ideas and strategies deserve closer

scrutiny and which approaches to rule out altogether (even if there are influential market

participants and commentators in support of them)? That would be a powerful method to

cut through the noise.



The base rate counts.

The base rate is the prior probability distribution of outcomes. For me this has been the

most eye opening heuristic in recent years. It is a meta level test that serves as Occam´s

razor for an investment approache´s fundamental merit – does it show strong promise or

can I just ignore it?

This is how you can use it in practice: all strategies have to pass the test of having a basic

probability to yield positive returns that is strongly in your favor in their simplest form: A

positive edge.

Look for strategies that tend to produce superior risk-adjusted returns in the long run, even

when using only the most general rules and parameters or even none at all (e.g. simply

being long equities). If you can figure out a solid reason for their sustainable

outperformance, then these are investment approaches that really work.

How to do that in practice?

Collect information on the long-term historical risk-adjusted return of different investment

approaches: asset classes, return factors, trading strategies etc.. Radically narrow your

investment universe to strategies that show favorable basic probabilities across long

periods of time. These are opportunities with a natural edge – you can select the ones with

the best historical results and combine them into a portfolio using additional criteria.

To be able to do this, it is necessary to find resources that provide systematic rules and the

resulting historical statistics or to generate the statistics yourself.

A purely discretionary approach won´t be able to generate these guidelines before we

actually implement the strategy or at least paper-trade it.

Why go with basic probabilities?

There are enough ways to invest out there, that will give you positive long-term return

expectations through historically persistent risk premia (returns over the risk-free rate) and

strategies, that withstood the test of time and that have a compelling explanation. There

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_razor


simply is no need to fight an uphill battle against basic probabilities in search for an edge.

Going against the base rate makes it much harder for a strategy to succeed. Your skill

must be consistently above average (and that includes all professional managers out

there) and even then your portfolio will be less robust, as mean reversion kicks in sooner

or later. Chances are, that your portfolio will underperform or lose money.

Randomness and uncertainty are the major factor in investing and we always want to have

basic probabilities on our side.

For me this has proven to be an extremely powerful filter, it has completely transformed my

approach to investing and my success. I do not aim to generate alpha (through unique

sources of return), but instead concentrate on combining many diverse sources of beta

(market returns), including alternative beta (through well known return factors and trading

strategies).

Interestingly enough there are many commonly touted investment approaches that do not

pass the base rate test:

Perhaps the most prevalent and most eye-opening example is selecting individual stocks:

Statistically about 65% of stocks underperform their index. The best performing stocks in a

broad index perform much better than the other stocks in the index. That means average

index returns depend heavily on a relatively small set of winners. No wonder that studies

keep telling us, that almost no active fund manager consistently outperforms his

benchmark over time – not even speaking of non-professional individual investors: Your

stock picking skills must be in the top 35% to even match index returns, therefore, just by

trying, you are going against basic probabilities and are likely to underperform.

The statistic implies that using low cost index ETF to capture the market´s equity risk

premium will be superior (with a probability of about 65% - some recent studies even point

to numbers as high as 80%) to trying to pick the best stocks – that is why I ignore

individual stock selection completely.

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2017/07/03/alternative-beta-trumps-alpha/
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2017/06/21/index-investing-is-more-likely-to-bring-higher-returns-than-stock-picking/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2900447


With very specific expertise and skill value can be found in individual equities, but it is a

very efficient environment as many of the most highly skilled market players compete here.

It would make most sense to me, to concentrate on the most inefficient areas of the market

(e.g. micro cap, deep value or emerging markets).

But better probabilities for success and more pronounced inefficiencies are likely to be

found on the asset class level.

Most deviations from a market cap index, that have shown long-term outperformance, can

be explained by different return factors (e.g. value, momentum etc.) - this even holds for

Warren Buffet´s success. These factors can be accessed through a wide range of

securities targeted by ETF that screen stocks for specific qualities.

This particular filter has the valuable advantage of blocking out a lot of the confusing media

noise and to bypass an incredible amount of intricate information about individual

companies which is unlikely to lead to outperformance – it allows us to concentrate on

more useful ideas.

Another, more obvious, example is the whole universe of very short term (day-) trading

strategies, luring with the promise of instant wealth from a small capital base. Many people

(including me) find that idea attractive and feel drawn to it, even though almost everyone

knows intuitively that it is unrealistic: something that looks too good to be true probably is.

Different sources put the number of day traders that consistently lose money between 80%

and 95%! Why would we try to go against such odds? Could we be falling prey to

overconfidence bias or a grandiose marketing scam? How much more sophisticated than

the average player can we realistically be? Picture hedge fund quants with Ph.D.´s on the

other side of this zero-sum game. 

But even if we could reach the top 25% of the most skillful market participants, we would

still be a long way away from profitability given the basic odds. We would have to be in the

top 5% to 20% and even then we would just start to be profitable – a far way from beating

the market average.

Then consider the issue of regression to the mean and the power of arbitrage: how

sustainable is our edge over time even if we experience profitable periods? How fast will

http://docs.lhpedersen.com/BuffettsAlpha.pdf
http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/behfin/2004-04-10/barber-lee-liu-odean.pdf


the edge erode, because of other investors discovering a profitable opportunity and quickly

arbitraging it away? Which part of the performance is due to luck, which part to actual skill?

As I can´t answer any of these questions positively for myself, any short-term strategies, I

look at, have to derive their edge from a basic risk premium or from consistent human

behavior, that can be shown to have existed for decades and is likely to continue to do so. I

want to see quantifiable rules and long term strategy statistics from different sources and

those are hardest to find in the short term trading space – that in itself is a red flag.

Other investment ideas, that try to find an edge against basic probabilities include shorting

stocks - this goes against the strong upward bias in the stock market.

What makes these thoughts really interesting, apart from being able to avoid bad ideas, is

to turn them around – akin to Charlie Munger´s famous inverse thinking. How is such a

consistently high loss rate, as in day-trading, or consistent underperformance possible (as

that seems very inefficient)? And most importantly: where does the money end up? After

all the sum of the trading game is zero and will always equal the market´s average

return (minus commissions, spreads and taxes).

We want to be where the money flows to.

A consistently bad strategy or consistently losing asset is very useful, if it is possible to find

ways to take the opposite side of each trade.

https://www.farnamstreetblog.com/2014/07/charlie-munger-thinking-backward-forward/


Where can an edge be found?

It is not that hard – being able to beat the performance of the average retail investor would

be a valuable edge, wouldn’t it?

A simple example of a favorable base rate is buying and holding broad equitiy indices: the

expected return above the risk free rate is the equity risk premium and that has been

positive on average over long time horizons: around 9% return per year with a Sharpe ratio

of 0,3 - 0,4. 

Sharpe Ratio

I use the Sharpe ratio as a measure of risk-adjusted return to compare the

performance of different assets and strategies. Because it takes into account the

risks, that were taken to reach a certain return it lets us compare apples to apples.

Because of behavioral biases, as many studies show, the average investor distinctly

underperforms these market returns. A passive investor beats the average investor with

returns that are about 30% higher over time - he in fact has an edge (chart comparing

different academic studies on the performance of retail investors from an article by

Betterment):

https://www.betterment.com/resources/betterments-quest-behavior-gap-zero/


Systematic, active investing has the potential to further tilt probabilities in our favor - after

all such consistent underperformance by individual investors has to end up as excess

returns somewhere else. The financial markets are a zero sum game. The question is, can

we find ways to reliably access that potential outperformance?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-sum_game


Overview of long-term positive risk premia, that can potentially be harvested:

The data below is averaged from different resources (a comprehensive compilation of past

performance of different assets and strategies can be found in the book „Expected

Returns“ by Antti Ilmanen) and these are roughly averaged numbers only – which is

sufficient to provide us with some basic orientation, because the past can only provide an

uncertain approximation of what the future may bring in any case.

Risk free rate – the baseline against which to measure returns

Asset Classes (stocks, bonds, real & alternative assets): Sharpe ratio: 0,2 - 0,6

Return Factors (value, momentum, low beta, illiquidity etc.): Sharpe ratio: 0,5 - 0,8

Strategies (trend following, carry, volatility selling etc.): Sharpe ratio: 0,4 - 1,2

These returns can be used as the basic building blocks for a portfolio. By combining
several different sources of return the risk-adjusted portfolio return rises because of
diversification benefits.

But where are these higher risk-adjusted returns from return factors and strategies,
compared to passive asset class returns, coming from?

Outperformance comes from capturing money flows created by consistently
underperforming strategies. For us to be able to make investments with market beating
expectations, someone else needs to make consistently bad decisions that lead to returns
below the market average.

Logically any outperforming trading strategy should target other investor´s common
mistakes. Another possibility is to find areas where other market participants lose money
willingly, because they have different incentives (e.g. hedging a portfolio as an insurance
against major losses). This makes for a very persistent edge as these players do not aim
to improve to avoid losing - they view these small losses as an acceptable cost to reduce
risk.

https://www.wiley.com/en-us/Expected+Returns%3A+An+Investor%27s+Guide+to+Harvesting+Market+Rewards-p-9781119990772
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2017/06/28/what-metrics-really-count-when-building-a-diversified-portfolio/


These are the areas where robust edges can most easily be found.

Examples of strategies that exploit consistent underperformance by other market
participants:

Performance chasing leads investors to increased buying at market tops, combined
with panic selling at bottoms. This leads to a behavioral performance gap for
individual investors of more than 4% underperformance compared to the market
average according to the Dalbar study. That means an outperformance of nearly 4%
annually (that is almost 50% higher than the historical average for equities!) is
theoretically possible for investors who do the opposite. That money flows mostly
into value strategies, that pick up securities that have fallen to excessively low
valuations and momentum strategies, that knowingly participate in the early stages
of performance chasing before mean reversion kicks in. Both strategies have a risk-
adjusted return, that is more than 50% higher than the average index return over the
long term.
Loss aversion leads investors to pursue the losing strategy of cutting winners and
letting losers ride: money flows into trend following strategies (based on the opposite
principle of cutting losses and letting winners ride).
Short-term trading creates consistent losses: money flows into long-term strategies
(patience is a strong edge in today´s market) or strategies that can define those
losses and take the opposite side.
Investors overpay for both insurance (hedges) and lottery tickets. This volatility risk
premium can be used to our advantage by providing tail risk insurance through
selling index options, and selling far-out-of-the-money call options as lottery tickets,
if we are willing to take on the risk of rare, extreme events.
Forced selling (margin calls) and buying (fund inflows) identify very good
opportunities especially at the extremes of crisis and bubbles.
Many institutional investors must follow certain rules. For example they often are
obliged to sell corporate bonds that are downgraded from investment grade (BBB to
BB); these subsequently often perform well. The same mechanism can be seen with
companies that are added or deleted from equity indices: new index members vastly
underperform the companies leaving an index after their inclusion.
Professional investors´ avoidance of career risk, provide opportunities in
unconventional strategies, unfashionable ideas and over different time horizons, if
investors are willing to tolerate intermediate, prolonged underperformance at
different times than the market.
Multinational corporations hedge foreign currency exposure. This gives an edge for
FX carry strategies.

Through constant research I build and refine a pool of possible edges and strategies, that
all clear the basic hurdle of having a highly probable positive return. You can read about
this ongoing evolution of ideas and strategies on my blog.

https://pressroom.vanguard.com/nonindexed/Quantifying_the_impact_of_chasing_fund_performance_July_2014.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loss_aversion
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/


Combining strategies into a portfolio

Choosing portfolio elements with low correlation to each other and diverse return
distributions.

The basic premise for building a diversified portfolio is that uncorrelated or (better yet)
negatively correlated assets and strategies will add up to produce higher risk-adjusted
returns. This is one of the most powerful concepts in investing.

Diversification

Basic portfolio construction relies on combining asset classes (stocks, bonds and real
assets) with low correlation to perform well in different economic environments.

I go further than that, because I believe, that adding strategies with different edges can be
even more powerful. The diversification between uncorrelated, profitable strategies – each
of which may experience years of significant under- or outperformance – smoothes the
portfolio´s equity curve and produces higher risk-adjusted returns than each strategy
individually.

Strategies that provide negative correlation can be beneficial to the portfolio even if they
yield net neutral or slightly negative returns – especially if they provide outsized returns in
bad times, for example when markets crash.

Unfortunately correlations are not stable and dependable, they change over time and
sometimes jump from one state to another – for example through the risk-on / risk-off
behavior displayed by investors in recent years.

Correlations for most assets and strategies often tend to move towards 1 (everything is
getting more and more correlated) in a crisis – just when diversification is most needed.
We need to pay close attention to this possibility.

Asset classes

Bonds are the classic diversifier to an equity portfolio working as a safe haven in a crisis.
Unfortunately this negative correlation is not dependable – in inflationary times like the
1970s both stocks and bonds showed large losses. In such times real assets like real
estate, gold and other commodities deliver diversification. Certain strategies, for example
trend-following, also work well as independent diversifiers.

Holding cash can play an important role in the portfolio as a very dependable diversifier to
easily reduce risk - it leaves all options open.

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/risk-on-risk-off.asp


Return Distribution

Apart from correlation, the return distribution of different strategies is the second important
factor. Skew describes the return distribution in comparison to a normal distribution. For
most assets and strategies skew is negative with more outlier events (fat tails) at the left
side of the distribution – meaning that you will experience more extreme losses than
normally distributed probabilities would lead you to expect.

Positively and negatively skewed strategies behave very complimentary. One exhibits
many small losses interspersed with infrequent high winners, the other delivers many small
wins interrupted by few but large losses.

Positive skew strategies, that actually make money, are quite hard to find and provide great
diversification. A good example are trend following strategies that provide net positve crisis
alpha – one of the few strategies with great returns in 2008-2009. Most asset classes and
strategies (e.g. short volatility, carry etc.) deliver a negatively skewed return distribution,
that usually shows the largest losses coincident with bad times in the market.

Leverage, return and risk.

Once you have put together a diversified portfolio of different return streams, it can then be
leveraged up or down to suit your individual risk tolerance. Risk and return are two sides of
the same coin and leverage scales them up or down in tandem.

The common practice of simply allocating all your money across a portfolio of assets is
very unlikely to fit your specific risk / return goals (more on how to figure these out later) - it
would be no more than coincidence. I like to think independently about the amount of risk
that is optimal for my purpose.

I use the term leverage in a general way to describe the portfolio´s exposure to risk. For
example using 0,5 times leverage means that only half your capital is invested or two times
leverage implies the use of margin to invest twice the available capital, requiring twice the
stomach for tolerating the ensuing volatility. Through volatility adjusted exposure, a very
volatile, high return asset or strategy can be scaled down to perform a useful function in a
portfolio or a safe asset with meagre returns, but small volatility can be levered up.

I don´t judge the use of leverage, I think of it as a tool. It is important to be aware that
leverage scales risk just as much as return and at some point, when leverage is too high, it
becomes suicidal. If we decide to use it, we must find ways to do it responsibly.

To reach a higher return and avoid leverage, very often volatile assets like equities are
overweighted in a traditional portfolio - an example would be the classic 60/40 stock/bond
portfolio. But it makes more sense to create a well-balanced portfolio (risk parity or equal
weighted) with a higher risk-adjusted return and then leverage it to the desired level of risk
and return, if this doesn’t involve high costs. A moderately leveraged, highly diversified
portfolio is considerably less risky than an unleveraged, non-diversified one.

The use of leverage is actually quite common practice: a risk parity portfolio (for

http://www.trendfollowing.com/whitepaper/Skewing%20Your%20Diversification%205.1%20Draft.pdf
https://breakingdownfinance.com/finance-topics/alternative-investments/crisis-alpha/


example Bridgewater´s All Weather allocation) can be expected to yield equity-like returns
with less volatility by using about 2 times leverage. Sophisticated factor long/short
strategies (unfortunately very hard to implement for an individual investor) create an
equity-like return stream at 10% volatility using about 8 times leverage and providing
excellent diversification, because they are market direction neutral. 

Warren Buffet historically employed leverage of about 1,6 times on average to boost his
return.

And equities in general are internally leveraged through company debt – which is why they
are more volatile, with greater returns on average, than many other assets.

http://orcamgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/pmpt-engineering-targeted-returns-and-risks.pdf
https://www.aqr.com/library/aqr-publications/alternative-thinking-good-strategies-for-tough-times
http://docs.lhpedersen.com/BuffettsAlpha.pdf


Constructing a portfolio

As an example, I describe how I actually started to construct my own portfolio following
these guidelines. Of course many other good combinations are possible and building your
own portfolio is a personal process. Also, over time my portfolio and the specific details of
the strategies I use evolve and change considerably - a process you can follow along in my
writing.

My goal in this process is to create and evolve an adaptive, diversified portfolio of asset
classes, return factors and trading strategies that yields high risk-adjusted returns in
different market environments.
 

Global Asset Allocation

As a central pillar of my portfolio, I put together a globally diversified asset allocation, which
exposes it to the basic risk premia of all asset classes.

This can be done at low cost with ETF – most simply with a single Global Asset Allocation
ETF or by using a digital advisor. Combining several individual ETF, it can be easily
customized, sourcing ideas from any of a plethora of asset allocation models. For example
the Endowment Model, Permanent Portfolio, All Weather Portfolio or others, which are
detailed in Meb Faber´s free book “Global Asset Allocation” - low cost is more important
than the exact asset mix.

I use several individual index ETF to be able to easily implement a tactical allocation
scheme in the next step - I want to scale the exposure of different parts of the allocation
model up or down according to changing fundamental economic and technical market
conditions. It also makes it easy to include alternative assets, if you want to do so - e.g.
timber or other commodities, specific countries or global sectors.

Return Factors

Next I add exposure to different return factors to the mix to enhance performance. Factors
explain the composition of equity returns and rely on the finding that stocks and other
assets selected by certain criteria lead to a long-term outperformance over market returns
(examples are: value, momentum, carry, low beta, liquidity, quality, etc.).

My favorite are the value and momentum factors because they are especially pronounced
and robust and have a low correlation to each other. On their own they increase Sharpe
ratios to 0,5-0,6 from 0,35 for a market cap weighted equity index and in combination that
gets boosted through diversification to about 0,8 – which is a very high level of risk-
adjusted return.

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2017/06/30/adaptive-global-asset-allocation-portfolio-in-detail/
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There are plenty of ETF for implementing different factor exposure available, but research
is required to determine just how big the influence of the factor in the ETF actually is and
how much of it is simple market exposure.

Such a Global Asset Allocation with factor tilts has historically returned between 8,5% –
9,5% a year on average with a volatility of about 8% and a Sharpe ratio of 0,6-0,8. That´s
already twice as good as a pure equity portfolio because the Global Asset portfolio´s
volatility is only half and the Sharpe ratio double that of an equity portfolio with similar
return expectations. Theoretically (if it can be done in a cost efficient way) it would be
possible to reach the same volatility and drawdown as an equity portfolio with twice the
return (17%-19%) by leveraging the portfolio two times.

A chart by Meb Faber shows the result of his long term independent research (Global Asset Allocation
Plus in the chart includes the factor tilts I mention above).

We are entering the league (in terms of risk-adjusted returns) where the all-time best
investors are playing – for example Warren Buffett´s historic Sharpe ratio is “only” 0,76
while his returns have been a bit higher (above 20% annually) than our example due to the
leverage and use of float he employs.

I put between 30% to 60% of my portfolio into a Global Asset Allocation with factor tilts, the
exact percentage depends a lot on market conditions (as I explain in the next chapter
about adaptive asset allocation), the number of alternative strategies and amount of
leverage that I currently use.

https://mebfaber.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Trinity_WP_122816_A.pdf
http://www.econ.yale.edu/~af227/pdf/Buffett's%20Alpha%20-%20Frazzini,%20Kabiller%20and%20Pedersen.pdf


Active versus passive investing

Up to now the investment approach could still be called a largely passive buy-and-hold
portfolio. A yearly rebalancing of the allocation would be sufficient to keep it running. It is a
solid, sophisticated solution that even the world´s largest hedge fund Bridgewater uses as
a basis for their highly successful diversified market beta “All Weather” fund.

But some of the most lucrative alternative risk premia are hard or overly risky to harvest in
a purely passive manner and recent studies suggest, that risk-adjusted returns can be
improved by a systematic, active approach.

Alternative strategies

I now add strategies to my portfolio that replicate hedge fund approaches.

An alternative beta portfolio of strategies with dynamic trading rules, weighting and
rebalancing of strategies, cost effective implementation and risk management. Alternative
beta, in my definition, is alpha (skill-based returns that are independent of market returns)
that has been systematized over time.

Trend-following Strategies

To me the best complimentary strategy, to counterweight the negatively skewed return
characteristics of a Global Asset Allocation (especially stocks are exposed to crash risks),
are Trend-following Managed Futures. As one of the few profitable strategies with
positively skewed return characteristics, they provide dependable, alternative crisis
protection, great diversification and a long history (from the 1970s) of high annual returns
above 10% with low volatility and a Sharpe ratio of 0,6 - 0,9. The inherent leverage in
futures is a cost effective way to boost your portfolio´s exposure, if that is desired.
The main drawbacks are the complex implementation and the high capital requirements to
trade such a strategy – about a minimum $1million portfolio size is necessary to run the
strategy as part of a portfolio at acceptable risk levels.

An easier way is the access via fund vehicles provided by major CTAs (very high fees) or
newer ETF with very short track records (do they deliver what is promised?).
Recently I started to trade a newly developed managed futures strategy addressing these
problems specifically: it is suitable for accounts above $150.000 in size and can be run
manually.

I allocate between 50% to 100% of the Global Asset Allocation portion of my portfolio to
trend-following strategies, depending on the market environment.

The third part of my portfolio consists of additional strategies, that have passed the base
rate test: they have a history of robust, long-term positive return expectations, even when
using the most simple, generic strategy rules and no optimized parameters – the reason
they work is based on straight-forward, common sense explanations.

I rank them by return potential, ease of implementation and their return distribution and

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2017/08/02/active-versus-passive-investing-or-do-you-have-to-beat-the-market-for-superior-returns/
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correlation compared to the rest of the portfolio. An additional bonus is a strategy that can
provide low or no cost leverage to the portfolio. Some approaches are only relevant in
certain market conditions, others need very stringent risk control.
I concentrate on a small handful of additional strategies to keep the portfolio simple
enough to be able have an overview of all positions and allocations to its different parts in a
spreadsheet in couple of minutes. Otherwise it gets too confusing and costly mistakes tend
to creep in.

Short Volatility Strategies

Selling volatility ranks as my most lucrative alternative strategy. It provides a reliable
income stream, but also has a lot of pitfalls and high crash risk as well as the problem of
becoming a rather crowded strategy in 2017.

What it basically does is selling financial catastrophe insurance and lottery tickets to other
investors for a premium.

Shorting volatility captures the volatility risk premium: the expected (implied) volatility is -
on average - consistently higher than the volatility that actually materializes in the market´s
movements (realized volatility). The premium is the spread between the two.

The basic strategy in academic papers systematically sells monthly index put options on
the S&P 500. From 1986 to 2016 it returned 10% annually with a 10% standard deviation
(according to CBOE data), while buying and holding the S&P 500 Total Return Index
underperformed with greater volatility: 9.9% annual return with a 15.1% standard deviation.
This passes the base rate test as it delivers outperforming long-term returns in its least
sophisticated form – even after a devastating crisis like the one we witnessed in 2008/09.
The CBOE has information and indices for different strategy variations (e.g. PUT) on
its website.

Volatility selling returns are highly negatively skewed and this is where the major risk for
the strategy lies: long periods of extraordinarily consistent returns (that are in practice
easily scalable to very high levels) are interspersed by large losses (that will wipe you out
just as easily, if your leverage is too high). A good indication of that is the very high Sharpe
ratio (for a risk premium) for volatility selling before the financial crisis - from 1990 to 2007 -
of 1,3. That´s three times as high as the pure equity risk premium. An explanation for this
might be, that selling financial catastrophe insurance demands especially high risk premia,
because extraordinarily large losses come at the worst time.

In practice a short volatility strategy needs great attention to detail and good risk control to
keep the inevitable losses in check. I try to accomplish this by finding ways to run the
strategy in favorable market environments and to scale it down or stop it as soon as
conditions deteriorate. It can provide high, smooth returns and portfolio leverage at no cost
(selling options uses no money in your account, only collateral needs to be posted for
margin).

Two particular strategies look very promising to me:

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2017/07/14/volatility-strategies-in-detail/
http://www.cboe.com/products/strategy-benchmark-indexes


Selling out of the money put options on indices (insurance) and selling far out of the
money call options on individual securities (lottery tickets). These carry the highest
premia as investor demand for these options is highest and they systematically
overpay for them. Studies show that it also works well to combine index short puts
and short calls into systematic strangles, that make a portfolio more market neutral.
This type of strategy captures the volatility risk premium while avoiding to make a
directional market bet.
Trading volatility directly through VIX futures, VIX futures options and ETP. Volatility
futures provide a constant roll yield that can be harvested on the short side. The
danger lies in the vicious spikes these securities periodically have to the upside.

 A way to tame the risks inherent in short volatility strategies and give the portfolio some
downside and tail risk protection, would be to adapt these strategies to changing market
conditions. The next chapter looks at ways we might accomplish this holistically for all
strategies and further enhance the portfolio.

Despite (or rather because of) its dangers, being short volatility has been very profitable for
me - even during exceptionally strong volatility spikes in 2018. I allocate as much capital to
it as to the Global Asset Allocation. To calculate the allocation you need to use the actual
exposure you have to the underlying securities not the value of the options themselves.
With a margin account you can easily employ a lot of leverage, so it is important to be
aware of how big your exposure actually is. For example, you could be fully invested in
different ETF and sell options on 2-3 times that amount on top of it - resulting in a very
dangerous leverage of four times! The upside is that controlled leverage comes at no cost,
as you do not actually need to borrow money.

In the most common market environment, a calm bull market - as we have seen in recent
years - this results in this basic portfolio allocation:

Equal weight across:    Global Asset Allocation   -   Trend Following   -   Short Volatility

 
In the next chapter I will look at tactically adapting this basic allocation to different market
environments.

Important note: all strategy statistics always concern the past – it is easy to forget that the
future may bring very different results.
I arrived at using the strategies, I talk about here, through a long process of trial and error,
but there are countless other methods and ways to go about investing. Whatever you do, I
suggest to concentrate a lot on the process of building strategies and portfolios – the
desired outcome will follow over time. Research in depth to really understand and make
each strategy your own, otherwise it may be very difficult to consistently implement it.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strangle_(options)


Adaptive portfolio allocation

A well-balanced portfolio of assets and strategies should perform well across different
market environments, but in this chapter I will go the opposite way and use an analysis of
the current conditions in the economy and the markets to move my capital away from
strategies that have a high chance of underperforming at the moment. This will lead to a
greater concentration in the assets and strategies I see as the most likely outperformers in
the current market regime.

Running my portfolio over the last two years, I started to see this as the most valuable area
to research and have developed a „Meta Strategy“ going into tactical asset and strategy
allocation in more detail  - I added some of these newest insights at the end of this chapter.

To get a grip on the possibilities of adaptive portfolio allocation, we need to tackle the next
big no-no in the world of finance: market timing.

Financial theory claims market timing can´t work in an efficient market environment, but in
recent years several studies have appeared suggesting that it might be beneficial after all.
More and more evidence (and common sense) points to the market not being that efficient
after all - just as human beings aren’t rational „homines oeconomici".

The "best 10-days" myth

In addition to the efficient market hypothesis, a commonly used argument against market
timing is: “if you happen to miss just the 10 best days in the market it will drastically reduce
your returns”. Pundits usually fail to analyze the distribution of the best and worst days: an
overwhelming majority of both the best and the worst days are clustered in a high volatility
environment – usually when the market is already down considerably. And
missing both the best and worst days will actually boost your risk-adjusted return, if it can
be achieved. Table by Meb Faber:

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/02/18/the-meta-strategy-for-dummies/
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In practice market timing is used everywhere and in many forms – from technical indicators
to the use of valuations or other fundamentals to shift the allocation between different
assets. There are even some robo-advisors, that integrate a tactical allocation to protect
the downside.

The financial news is constantly bombarding investors with stories and indications trying to
predict the future of asset prices – everybody is influenced by these constant and often
contradictory calls to action.

Simplifying this deluge is essential and maybe a good question to ask ourselves is:

How can market timing be useful to my portfolio and my consistency in managing it?

Reducing downside extremes may offer the best chance to achieve less volatility and lower
drawdowns.

This is my main focus: loss avoidance to beat the market in bad years and to reduce the
drawdowns of individual strategies. Reduction in volatility is very valuable, even if the
overall return stays the same – returns (and volatility) can simply be adjusted up or down
through leverage.

Lower volatility will also make it easier to stay the course during bad times – which is
incredibly hard to do when facing drawdowns of -40%, -50% or more. Be aware, that your
risk tolerance will change with the size of drawdowns. At new equity highs risk appetite
seems unlimited, with growing drawdowns risk tolerance shrinks rapidly, causing investors
to throw in the towel.

No predictions

The basic premise for me is that predictions generally are not reliable enough to be useful



in practice. The future is unknowable and investing is a probabilistic game largely
determined by randomness – we rely on historical data to figure out where probabilities
might be in our favor and the fact, that market environments have the tendency to stick
around for a period of time.

The most promising way to attempt to time the market successfully is by adjusting our
portfolio allocation to the current state of the market.

Let´s build a roadmap that tells us: “When the world looks like this, do that.”

This enables us to allocate to strategies, factors and asset classes tactically by adapting
exposure to different market conditions.
We want to utilize our strategies to their full potential, by being fully leveraged in a
favorable market environment and batten down the hatches, reducing exposure and
raising cash, when storm clouds appear and the wind starts blowing.

There are two basic methods available: technical and fundamental analysis.

I use a mix of both.
Fundamental data hints at which point in a market cycle we are in. It works well to build a
long term expectation of the future size of different risk premia, but not so well to identify
the actual turning points in the market. Markets can stay in a fundamentally extreme state
for a long time before reverting to the mean.

Leading economic indicators can warn of a deteriorating economy. Seeing the economy
moving towards a higher likelihood of a recession can be very useful, because the stock
market and the economy move in the same general direction. The economy drives
corporate earnings, which drives stock prices over the long run. Over shorter time periods
stock prices strongly oscillate around this general trend, sometimes running ahead of
economic growth, sometimes falling back despite of the economy growing – this is mainly
caused by changing expectations.
But over the long term the really severe bear market declines (when stocks fall more than
40%) happen in the context of economic recessions, when growth actually turns negative.
Usually a higher degree of overvaluation in equity prices going into a recession leads to
deeper declines.



This chart shows the S&P 500 with all declines around 30% or greater marked in yellow and recession
periods in grey. Several smaller recessions at lower equity valuations led to a stock market decline of less
than 30%, while only one 30%+ decline happened outside of a recession: the crash of 1987, an outlier
event that was foreshadowed by preciously little solid data. (The 1962 decline stopped at -28%).

Technical indicators, on the other hand, work well to tell us which state the market is in at
the moment, without making a prognosis about the future. We simply assume it stays in its
present state, e.g. up- or down-trending, - hopefully for a profitable amount of time - until
the next inflection point, after which we get an indication of the new state the market is in.

Fundamental data allows us to be prepared for what might happen, while technical
indicators provide the timing, by showing that the market has in fact changed its regime.

Different market regimes have certain properties that are favorable for different strategies,
or, more importantly, some are unsuited to being invested in risky markets at all.

To me the six key states markets can be in are:

going up, sideways or going down while either being calm or being volatile.

Fundamental indications of which area of the market might be changing at some point in
the future are valuation and economic development.

For a birds-eye overview of the fundamental state of the market cycle useful ideas are:

Cape ratio for valuation: high or low compared to historic averages
Yield as another valuation measurement, especially useful for bonds
Rising or falling GDP and earnings growth – most useful are leading economic
indicators as, for example, trends in unemployment rates or the treasury yield curve
Lending activity: easy or tight credit
Investor sentiment: excessive optimism or pessimism in extrapolating recent returns



into the future works as a contra indicator, trusting that regression to the mean will
happen eventually
Increasing asset class or strategy popularity leads to momentum then to
overcrowding
Overcrowding (or ignorance) of ideas and market areas: no one is left to buy (or sell)
and prices are likely to revert
Inflation and interest rates

These indicators can be used to shift exposure from expensive and loved areas in the
market towards cheap and hated and to scale overall leverage up or down.

But mainly fundamental tools create an awareness of what is going on, which leads to
being prepared to act when change actually starts to happen. The market can get even
more expensive or cheap for an extended period of time, which will cause unnecessary
losses or missed opportunities, if one acts to early. It´s better to be a little late to the party
(or the exit) and to wait for confirmation through very simple technical indicators before
changing strategies more radically.

The basic technical measurements are price and volatility:

The simplest and most effective measurement of the up- or down-trending state of a
market is whether price trades above or below its long-term moving average. I prefer
to shift away from the commonly used 200-day moving average a little bit to avoid
the crowd – whipsaws are likely to increase around widely followed
measurements. For evaluating my allocation to equities overall I use the state of the
world market ETF VT or simply the S&P 500.
Rules for asset classes, countries, sectors and factor ETF are very simple: Reduce
to a basic allocation (which may be 0 or some fraction that you are prepared to hold
through a prolonged downturn) when the ETF trades below the moving average. Go
back to your defined allocation when the ETF trades above the moving average.
When you are out of several market areas you have to think about whether to stay in
cash or to shift allocations to strategies that are still performing well.
The moving average acts as a trailing stop loss, but for some volatile strategies it
makes sense to define a maximum loss through a defined stop loss. Large gaps or
sudden crashes, similar to the October 1987 crash, can possibly lead to much larger
losses than your stops suggest.
When assets have been down more than three years in a row, regression to the
mean is likely to kick in in the near future.
To measure, when the market changes volatility regimes, gets more complex, but it
yields some valuable information – indispensable when trading volatility: the key
data comes from VIX levels and the VIX Futures Term Structure – research in this
area has provided me with a lot of valuable insights.

In general an upward sloping VIX Futures Term Structure (prices of VIX futures farther
from expiration are more and more expensive) means all is well for equities and short
volatility strategies and an inversion of the Term Structure – when it becomes downward
sloping – is a warning sign triggering my immediate exit from short volatility strategies. The
market falling below its long term moving average, while the VIX Futures Term Structure

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2017/07/22/is-trend-following-a-figment-of-the-imagination/


inverts is a doubly strong warning sign.

Rising volatility in a rising market is another good indication that trouble may lie
ahead. It can be used to reduce exposure before prices actually turn. A good
example is 2007 when volatility started to rise steadily from very low levels, while the
market still looked very benign. Underneath the surface a lot of quantitative
strategies suffered meltdowns long before the advent of the financial crisis.
Other technical indicators don´t hold much in store for me. Most are just further
derivatives of price, diluting the available information or discretionary line drawing on
charts without objective value. The concepts of support and resistance are just as
well manifest in moving averages as in horizontal or trending lines drawn by hand.

Using technical indicators in practice

A good rule of thumb is to drastically reduce exposure to a fraction of your capital and
move to a higher cash position, when volatility spikes and more and more ETF break their
long term uptrend. A crisis occurs when unexpected events meet risky, levered structures
and we want to avoid being part of that. 
Going into hibernation may be more effective than trying to trade the short side with bear
market strategies. Try to lose as little as possible in volatile bad times by radically reducing
exposure. Downturns are usually violent and short and provide great opportunities on the
long side when they pass and you have preserved enough cash to be able to use these
opportunities. It pays to be patient as the market spends about 75% of the time going up.
This implies that going short equities unsystematically goes against the basic probability
distribution (i.e. the equity risk premium) and therefore is a losing game on average, unless
done with exceptional skill within the framework of a proven strategy.

Crank up exposure again in good times to achieve great returns and take care not to
compromise the ability to survive under adverse circumstances.

Trend-following managed futures strategies, that are able to go short as easily as long, can
work wonders in a bear market, providing valuable crisis alpha. They are great diversifiers
and may yield high positive returns in a prolonged bear market as was the case in 2008 –
2009.

Adapting option strategies is another way to actively trade downturns in the market. A
strategy of selling a portfolio of diversified index options could be implemented with a
directional tilt: sell puts on index ETF above their moving average, sell calls on index ETF
below their moving average, creating a weighted option strangle over different underlying
securities. This tactic will tilt your short option exposure towards the direction the majority
of markets has and change that weight gradually when markets break their trends at
different times.
Higher volatility in downturns will cause option premiums to rise and give the portfolio good
returns even when scaling down overall exposure considerably.
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Technical indicators will flash when the market has already started turning – giving back
some book profits by definition. The major drawback are whipsaws, when the market
changes its state back and forth so quickly, that you are giving back more than the
accumulated book profits each time, causing net losses. Keep in mind that the purpose of
an adaptive allocation is to keep us out of the market when major downturns eventually
materialize, as they inevitably do – not necessarily to enhance absolute returns, but to
reduce portfolio volatility.

Lastly, a portfolio is not a fixed entity. Even if it adopts to market cycles, constant research
and the development of new ideas are necessary to react to changes in the market
environment and to improve your process. I monitor my live strategies´ real time
performance statistics regularly, so I will have a chance to detect when something goes
completely wrong. The adaptive allocation process will help to avoid the worst and
preserve the ability to restructure after things have gone haywire.

A good concept is to probe for weaknesses: use stress tests to figure out what could be
wrong with your ideas and systems and to make the whole construct more robust.
Whenever major mistakes occur or your portfolio suffers a deep drawdown, thorough
analysis will help to improve your process in the future.

The Meta Strategy

Using the ideas above in practice over the last two years has further convinced me of their
immense value. I developed a more nuanced and exact portfolio allocation tool called the
Meta Strategy - including some extensive backtesting of many different indicators and of
the strategy as a whole implemented in an adaptive Global Asset Allocation ETF portfolio.
You can start digging into the details here.

Beginning in 2019 I have started publishing a monthly newsletter detailing two ETF model
portfolios following the Meta Strategy for investors interested in a sophisticated, low
maintenance portfolio solution using the principles in this book. Subscription details can be
found here.

Historical backtest for ETF model portfolios

A comprehensive backtest of two possible implementations of an adaptive portfolio
allocation shows the advantages an active approach to investing can have.

Both model portfolios use the same signals, but invest in different instruments:

The Meta Strategy Defensive ETF Portfolio invests long-only in regular broad asset
class ETF or cash. It aims to earn the same returns as the stock market, but with

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/02/18/the-meta-strategy-for-dummies/
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only half the maximum losses from the peaks over the long term.
The Meta Strategy Aggressive ETF Portfolio uses 2x leveraged equity ETF (returns
are likely to be higher, but drawdowns will double as well) and is allowed to use
inverse equity ETF (that have positive returns, when the market goes down) in the
worst market conditions. This version is suitable for investors, who can stomach the
risk of drawdowns as high as we have seen in the stock market in the past and aims
for returns that beat the stock market over the long term.

A 15-year backtest (06-2003 to 12-2018) of the Meta Strategy Defensive (red) and Aggressive (blue) ETF
Portfolios shows the advantages over buy-and-hold portfolios distinctly: Losses in the worst bear markets
were reduced, while overall returns were improved in the defensive ETF portfolio. The strategy earned
about 1% more annually than an investment in the S&P 500 (grey) and the ride was a lot smoother,
avoiding the sleepless nights of 2008/09. Stock-like returns combined with bond-like volatility.

These lower drawdowns make a responsible use of leveraged and inverse ETF possible. The aggressive
strategy (blue) more than doubled the annual return of an investment in the S&P 500 with fewer than two
allocation changes per year on average – 16,70% vs 6,73% leading to 3,6x more money earned over the
15 year period (not including dividends or transaction costs). For comparison we included the
performance of a buy and hold investment in a 2x leveraged S&P 500 ETF (green): here the lethal
properties of untamed leverage become apparent – a 83% drawdown in 2008/09.

Backtested results are hypothetical and NOT an indicator of future performance.



Realistic goals and expectations

It is important to write down clear goals about what we expect from our investments and
the different outcomes that are possible. This will help us to stay the course during rough
times.

The Outside View

Rather than trying to calculate expected risk and return from all the individual portfolio
elements and their correlation, I like to take the opposite approach first and take the
outside view, looking at the examples of other investors and market studies to find a
realistic benchmark. From that I estimate what results my approach might bring. I try to
analyze my own risk tolerance visualizing my past investing experiences, especially the
large drawdowns. I then build in a margin of error to be more realistic and decide on my
portfolio exposure from there.

Sharpe Ratio

I concentrate on the Sharpe ratio as a measure of risk-adjusted return even though it has
some limitations. It is the most widely used measure, which allows comparison of a variety
of different studies to each other. Absolute return numbers alone are quite useless, as they
don´t give any indication of the risk taken to achieve them.

The Sharpe ratio is the excess return (above the risk free rate) divided by the
volatility of returns (as a proxy for risk).

As a rule of thumb the higher the ratio is, the better. For example a Sharpe ratio of 1
implies excess return and volatility of the same magnitude; e.g. 10% excess return with a
standard deviation of 10%. You should expect maximum drawdowns between 2 and 3
times your annual return, depending on the skew of your return distribution, with a Sharpe
ratio of 1 at some point in the future.
Long term US equity returns have been about 10% (excess returns about 6%) with a
standard deviation of 19% and a Sharpe ratio of 0,32. Drawdowns of -40% to -50% have
happened quite frequently, but have reached more than -80% at a maximum.

When looking at the risk-adjusted returns of different asset classes over a long period of
time their Sharpe ratios cluster around 0,3 – they all basically have the same risk-adjusted
return expectation over time.
The Sharpe ratio has two major drawbacks to be aware of: It treats upside and downside
deviation the same way and it uses the return´s standard deviation, implying an
independent, normal distribution of returns, which ignores the reality of negatively skewed,



correlated returns with abnormaly fat tails (large extreme returns, especially losses).
Negative skew causes the Sharpe ratio to overestimate the risk-adjusted return – this, for
example, is visible in short volatility strategies, which tend to have overestimated Sharpe
ratios.
Sharpe ratios fluctuate a lot over time. US large cap stocks have had Sharpe ratios per
decade ranging from -0,08 (the 1970s) to 1,4 (the 1950s). That means the historical
Sharpe ratio of strategies will show great variation depending on the backtested time
frame.
For realistic estimates the historical time frame should be across whole market cycles
including several good and bad times, for example 1990-2010.

The upper ceiling of possible returns

Looking at the all time best investors, one has to be aware that they are absolute outliers
and simply define an upper ceiling of returns that are possible at all. This gives a reality
check when encountering return claims that are way above that. I think, that it is quite
amazing how much BS you encounter when searching for high return trading strategies - I
just ignore everything that is not backed up by convincing evidence.
If such high returns were consistently possible, compounding would lead to the investor
owning the entire world´s assets after some decades. As it is super investors already own
a fair chunk of it.

Star investors like Warren Buffet, George Soros, Paul Icahn and others have
managed to earn 20% - 30% annual returns over a span of decades boasting
Sharpe ratios between 0,7 and 1. This implies a very high risk tolerance, as
drawdowns frequently top -50% for such return distributions.
The very best long term hedge fund returns I came across are James Simons´s
Renaissance Technology´s Medallion fund at 35% annual return over decades and
Edward Thorp´s Princeton Newport Partners averaging 20% annually with a minute
6% standard deviation and an incredible Sharpe Ratio of 2,33 (the highest I ever
came across spanning decades) – this was achieved using leverage around 8 times
in a completely hedged statistical arbitrage portfolio by one of the first quants.

The realistic average return of the market including timing and strategies

U.S. stocks historically returned 9% annually with a Sharpe ratio of 0,3.
The classic portfolio mix of 60/40 stocks and bonds historically had an annual return
of 8,5% and a Sharpe ratio of 0,4 - 0,5.
Different buy-and-hold Global Asset Allocation methodologies including smart beta
factors had 9,5% to 12% annual returns with Sharpe ratios around 0,8. The return
dispersion of different allocations over long time frames has been astonishingly
small.
Global Asset Allocation including market timing (long term moving average trend
following) boosts Sharpe ratios to 1 - 1,1 by reducing drawdowns.
Trend-following Managed Futures strategies have achieved long-term Sharpe ratios
between 0,6 and 1 and are able to target specific return / volatility levels.



Historical Sharpe ratios for Volatility Selling vary more widely because strategies
differ considerably. Examples are PUT index 0,7; S&P systematic strangle portfolio
1,53 or Vix strategies 0,85 - 1,3 (biased towards overestimation because of negative
skew).
A reality check back with the actual historical return of professional money managers
shows that a Sharpe ratio of 1 has been a long term ceiling for virtually all of them.

Judging from these outside sources, combining different strategies could land a portfolio´s

long-term Sharpe ratio at 0,7 to 1 at a maximum. That is the goal I set for my portfolio.

Setting benchmark expectations

Averaging statistics from a wide range of studies combined with my own

backtests, historically a diversified portfolio (mixing the strategies above) has returned

between 11% to 15% annually with a standard deviation between 8% and 12% depending

on weighting and exact rules. The Sharpe ratio historically had a fairly stable value around

1, as higher returns coincide with higher volatility. The maximum drawdowns since 1973

were approximately -25%.

Adding a margin of error, this all leads me to set a basic benchmark of 10% annual return

with 12% volatility (a Sharpe ratio of 0,8) expected for a unleveraged portfolio of global

asset classes and strategies over the long run.

Using Leverage

As option selling strategies and futures allow the efficient use of low-cost leverage for

individual investors in a margin account, I look at optimizing the benchmark exposure for

my personal goals and risk tolerance. This is a very personal process and it would not be a

good idea to simply copy it.

To me the portfolio statistics feel very benign, I have seen a -25% to -30% drawdown in my
portfolio many times and I wouldn’t mind it to be higher, provided this leads to better overall
returns. To someone else that may feel quite different – it is easy to simply invest a fraction
of the available capital in such a portfolio to target a fraction of the risk and average return.
So my next question is: 



What would my optimal leveraged exposure be, to reach my financial goals as soon as
possible while minimizing risk of ruin?

The Kelly Criterion

There is a method to calculate the level of portfolio leverage, that will lead to the highest
equity growth over time while avoiding ruin (assuming the portfolio statistics accurately
describe the future) called the Kelly Criterion. Using the annual excess return and its
standard deviation (careful – a normal distribution of return is assumed), Kelly´s formula
calculates the optimal amount of leverage to use for the highest compound growth of our
portfolio over time. Investing at full Kelly leverage will result in an extremely geared up and
volatile portfolio. Drawdowns of more than -90% can easily happen (a drawdown has a
10% chance to reach -90% and a 50% chance to reach -50% using full Kelly). That is not
suitable for real life investing with all its uncertainties.

But using a fraction of Kelly leverage reduces volatility dramatically, returns less so and it
becomes a powerful tool to figure out how much leverage can be used responsibly.

My rule of thumb is to use conservative estimates of my portfolio statistics and then employ
roughly one quarter Kelly leverage.

Running the benchmark numbers from above leads to a quarter Kelly leverage of 1,75
times available investment capital (incidentally this is just about the level of leverage
Warren Buffett used to build his fortune according to several studies).

Leverage in practice

To gear up the portfolio at no cost, we could allocate all available capital to global asset
classes via ETF. We could then sell options using a systematically diversified strategy, until
the exposure to the underlying ETF adds up to the portfolio´s short volatility allocation,
capping overall exposure at the desired portfolio leverage. With more strategies added (eg.
trend-following managed futures) the process gets trickier and close supervision in real
time is required.

Additionally we can set 1,75x (or any desired level) as our average portfolio leverage and
take the current market environment into account. Return and volatility look drastically
different across market regimes and a time-varying level of leverage applied through our
adaptive portfolio allocation concept is the best answer to that variance.

In good times (when actual Sharpe ratios are above average), half Kelly exposure (3,4x
leverage) could be applied up to our benchmark portfolio. When the market heats up
(volatility is on the rise or fundamentals point to strong overvaluation) we reduce leverage
to 1,75x – 1x and finally go to a large proportion of cash or even short in bad times. On

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelly_criterion


average this should cause the portfolio to be leveraged at the right time, reducing the risk
of overbetting and large drawdowns in adverse conditions.

Today (2019) I implement this in an exact and nuanced way using the Meta Strategy.

The main problem could be a flash crash or Black Monday 1987 type of event, when
higher drawdowns are to be expected, because technical safety measures might be too
slow to react in time. The leverage should still prove to be low enough to avoid ruin – the
margin of error until we reach full Kelly leverage (about 7x) is high enough.

This leveraged portfolio could yield 17% to 22% annually with 15% to 25% volatility and I
expect to experience maximum drawdowns around -40% to -55%. 

These are much better prospects than a pure equity portfolio, which experiences similar
drawdowns with much lower return expectations. Compounded over time this would
definitely make you financially independent no matter where you start. Your money would
double roughly every four to five years (divide 72 by the annual return to estimate the
years it takes to double your capital).

I would consider this a highly aggressive risk level – it will definitely feel very uncomfortable
at times.

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/02/07/building-a-meta-strategy-implementation/


Robustness

Will our investment approach have a good chance to work in the future?

All strategies in the portfolio should have a solidly positive return expectation over a very
wide range of variations (the wider the better) for parameters, time frames and asset
classes.

Positive risk premia of different asset classes are the motivation to invest capital
productively in the first place and should be robust in a free market economy.
Momentum and trend strategies work over virtually all asset classes with lookback
periods ranging between 2 and 15 months.
A value strategy can employ any of dozens of value metrics successfully.
Volatility strategies, even though they target a narrower field, work with all kinds of
different instruments and different signals to produce long term positive returns.

I always use strategy parameters that fall in the middle of the range that has worked
historically and do not optimize these parameters – I put my trust in the strength of the
underlying concept. Optimization would lead to curve fitting and future underperformance
as your parameter set will most likely regress back to the mean performance of all
parameters.

Simplicity (few inputs and parameters) equals robustness and enhances consistency and
trust in our portfolio. The future performance of simple strategies is more likely to be similar
to the past than with complex strategies with lots of moving parts – higher degrees of
freedom will make a strategy more fragile.

Focusing on building a solid investment process is more important than looking too closely
at return numbers – Good outcomes follow good process.



Avoiding mistakes

Investing successfully is no easy task. The key to letting our investment strategies reach
their full potential is to avoid as many mistakes as possible. A mistake is not a loss per se,
but rather not sticking to your process, whether that has negative consequences or not,
because over the long run it will.

My main fear is not that the future will be so fundamentally different from the past that
basic risk premia will cease to exist or that I´m not flexible enough to adjust strategies and
develop new ideas to fit a changing market environment. It is that I will make so many
mistakes in executing my strategies that the actual results will be much worse than what
they could have been.

Behavioral Biases

What makes investing so difficult is that no matter how much we read or hear about

investing mistakes, we will still make them. And after we made them (often even after

making them several times), we will go ahead and do it again. Sometimes this cycle

repeats for years at a time as investing tends to find our worst weaknesses. Behavioral

biases that sabotage our investment process are deeply ingrained in our minds.

What has finally worked for me to start breaking this vicious circle, was to temper my

overconfidence in good times and gain awareness that this repetition of mistakes is wholly

my own doing and not “the markets” or anybody else´s fault. After taking full responsibility, I

could finally start to identify and correct many mistakes.

On the opposite side identifying my main strengths enables me to tailor my investment

approach to these.



Putting my thoughts into writing on my blog, in an investment plan and keeping a detailed

trading log including performance statistics plays a major role to get on top of my biases.

Nonetheless I am sure that setbacks and mistakes will be a constant companion in my
investment journey and dealing with behavioral biases will be an ongoing process.

The basic premise to be able to work on this is to „own” your process – embrace
uncertainty and take full responsibility for everything happening in your investing.

Practical Hacks that work for me

Analyzing Data

A good way way to avoid getting caught like a deer in the headlights, staring at open
positions and suddenly do something completely irrational, is to try to view live trades as
collecting data. It´s quite useful, because, I think, the most trustworthy test of a strategy is
to use out of sample data from actual investing. And analyzing that data creates an
additional layer of abstraction between me and my emotionally charged portfolio of open
profit and losses.

Restricting Screen Time

Avoiding unnecessary screen time and exposure to news is healthy and helps to to not be
overly influenced by what is hot and what is not.

Checklist and time lag

Using a checklist to go through before taking a trade avoids the simple mistake of simply
forgetting something. For important allocation decisions that are less time sensitive I use a
time lag between decision and execution to double check if my rules actually drive the
decision and research alternative possibilities. Often ideas that made perfect sense initially
look quite different a day or two later.

There will always remain a gap between theory and practical implementation and constant
work is needed, so our portfolios can live up to their full potential.

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2018/01/08/how-much-time-to-spend-actively-investing-and-trading/


Writing down a plan

Virtually all successful investors and traders, I ever came across, have a written investment
plan. To me a concrete plan is absolutely essential to even stand a chance in an extremely
competitive environment with many highly sophisticated participants.

Writing down ideas, strategies and trade statistics makes reflection and progress over time
possible - we need to know what we are doing and how our strategies actually play out in
practice.

There are good, ready-made products out there for keeping trading logs and statistics, but
my own solution has grown over time to include everything I need:

All the elements in my portfolio blueprint are written down in a plan that is clear and easy to
understand with exact, consistent rules. The real time performance of the portfolio, along
with the process of running it, need to be recorded and analyzed in detail. Through
ongoing research and by analyzing live data, the plan will constantly evolve, while staying
true to its core principles. The golden middle would be to meddle as little as possible, but
to be open to real improvements.

For my own investments I use a spreadsheet divided into three parts.

The Portfolio

Here I list all open positions and closed trades divided by strategy. It includes current NAV
(the value of all positions plus cash, if they were closed right then) and all the data points I
need to run the statistical analysis on each strategy. There is a comments section that
serves as my investment diary, to record the circumstances, thoughts and reasons for the
actions taken with each position.

The Investment Plan

At the top I have a short description of each of the portfolio´s building blocks with each
strategy´s rationale, properties and allocation range in the portfolio. It includes a
general diversification matrix of the strategies (with correlation and return distribution
properties) and general tactical and position sizing rules that apply to the entire portfolio.
Below I list each strategy´s exact rules: entry and exit, stop loss, position sizes and limits,
adaptive allocation rules and comments. I also write down the expected return, volatility
and maximum drawdown for each strategy.



At the bottom I add general points to focus on and a list of relevant new ideas to research
and adjustments I want to make when the market environment changes.

I also increasingly use an Evernote notebook with one page for each strategy for a quick
overview of rules, current positions and actions to take and a trading checklist to go
through before placing trades – this is meant to check impulsive behavior that often leads
to mistakes.

Monthly Results

Every month I calculate my profit or loss percentage as well as the portfolio NAV, including
any withdrawals and deposits. These are plotted as a monthly return and equity curve.

Research Notes

I use Evernote to keep track of interesting new ideas I come across, excerpts of books I
read and the raw outlines of new strategies I intend to develop and backtest in Excel. I also
keep a current To Do list for each strategy there. It is very practical for monitoring open
positions and keeping a copy of strategy rules at hand for consultation when making
decisions.

I wish you all the best for your investing success!

David Steets, Munich, February 2019 - updated edition from the original version June 2017

To support my work please subscribe at systematic individual investor - thank you!

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/subscribe/


Disclaimer

This book is a description of my own investment approach and ideas. The content of
this book is for entertainment purposes only and not meant to be investment advice to
others.

I am not an investment advisor and I do not provide individual investment advice. None
of the ideas in this book are meant to be construed as professional financial advice.

Your investment decisions are solely your own responsibility and I am not legally or
financially responsible for any losses you may incur from reading or using the content
on this book.

All backtested results are hypothetical and NOT an indicator of future performance.

© 2019 David Steets, all rights reserved

David Steets holds the international copyright to all content in this books, any kind of
usage of texts and images permitted only with prior written consent by David Steets.


